
 
 

Organiser Comments -  

 

Twigmoor Night 8th & Day 9th Event - Dec 2018 

 

Area - Twigmoor Woods is probably one of the best areas that HALO has available, and therefore was an excellent 

choice for the 2nd event of the YHOA Night League, but also the finale of the YHOA Superleague.  We hope you 

enjoyed your time with us. 

 

Night Event - 42 runners braved the woods on Saturday Night.  All runners found it tough, however as a testament 

to the toughness; one experienced "long" runner upon download asked to be marked as "Did Not Start" (DNS) not to 

even feature in the results!!  Well done all whom ventured into the darkness. 

 

Day Event - With the UKUL Finale taking place in Derby, it was likely that we would be short of M21 runners 

therefore "Black" was not offered.  This was for 2 reasons, the Brown was a double-sided already meaning that you 

would need to round the woods again (3rd time), but also importantly this risked spreading so many runners 

between Black, Brown and Blue that you all may not be eligible for good BOF Ranking Points, if you had performed 

well. The only eligible course that will not score BOF Ranking Points is Light Green; therefore overall, not a bad day 

out. 

 

Results - As i am writing this, i hope that the results have made the way onto the BOF Results Website in a speedy 

fashion.  Looking at the results, there was some reported issues with C128 on Green during the Day event.  We did 

interrogate the control post event, and found no visits recorded by those individuals affected; sorry, results stand1. 

Thank You - We are very grateful for Scawby Hall (& Estates) and North Lincolnshire County Council for letting us re-

use Twigmoor once again.  A big thank you to all volunteers, but also all those remained unseen; performing tasks 

such as car parking, toilet delivery or even control collecting (all 49 of them!). 

 

Twigmoor 2019 - If you fancy another visit at Twigmoor, we hope to re-use it for the Lincolnshire Poacher Series, 

starting after Easter 2019. 

 

Regards, 

 

Wayne Byrne 

RAFO 

Organiser 

                                                           
1 British Orienteering Federation Rule 11.2 - A competitor with a missing or unidentifiable punch will be disqualified unless it 
can be established with certainty that the missing or unidentifiable punch is not the competitor’s fault. 


